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Abstract
The African critic re-reading Ama Ata Aidoo's Our Sister Ki/ljoy1 in Europe's year of Our Lord 1992 is, more
than most, enjoined to relate the novel, in a mode of maximal irony, to the ambience of triumphalism that
has marked much of the year. For 1992 commemorates the five hundredth anniversary of what might be
described as the mother of all voyages in the Western imagination, Columbus's historic 'discovery' of the
New World. That classic moment of European history, lifted out of time altogether in the rituals and
gestures of triumphal celebration, has functioned, and continues to function, as both metonym and
allegory of the West's self-extension over a world desirably refigured in its image.
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Ama Ata Aidoo' s Voyage Out:
Mapping the Coordinates of
Modernity and African Selfhood
in Our Sister Killjoy.
The African critic re-reading Ama Ata Aidoo's Our Sister Ki/ljoy 1 in
Europe's year of Our Lord 1992 is, more than most, enjoined to relate the
novel, in a mode of maximal irony, to the ambience of triumphalism that
has marked much of the year. For 1992 commemorates the five hundredth
anniversary of what might be described as the mother of all voyages in
the Western imagination, Columbus's historic 'discovery' of the New
World. That classic moment of European history, lifted out of time altogether in the rituals and gestures of triumphal celebration, has functioned,
and continues to function, as both metonym and allegory of the West's
self-extension over a world desirably refigured in its image. In the historical narrative of Western national-racial consolidation, Columbus appears
as one of the founding father figures, enjoying a central, mythic stature
not unlike that of his fictional apology, Defoe's Robinson Crusoe. If, by
mentioning Columbus and Crusoe in one breath, I appear too quickly to
be aligning historical 'fact' with the palpably fictional, the reason is that
what seems to be a tenuous connection between the two is, in fact, a necessary one. For to turn to Robinson Crusoe is to see a fiction whose per·
formative dimension vigorously essentialises the historicist and teleological
codes of representation- the same codes that narrativise Columbus's 'dis·
covery'- that have consistently centred a dominant West in relation to the
rest of the world. In this regard, the fictional Robinson Crusoe stands as one
of the foundational, and momentously affirmative, literary underwritings
of the nationalist-racialist codes of historical representation that project
Europe over the non-European world.2
In Defoe's traveller's tale the eponymous hero is represented as the
masculine genius of a race, the genius that transforms the misfortune of
shipwreck, and the hazardous unknown, in the European imagination,
into the triumph of the West recovering itself, discursively, axiologicaUy
and economically, in and over its margins. In the fullness of time, Crusoe
symbolically domesticates and incorporates Europe's Other into a
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Westemcentric universe. Be it the fictional Crusoe in the New World or
his historical avatars in Africa- Livingstone, Burton, Stanley, Cecil Rhodes
- these geniuses of a race mark those moments which inaugurate a discourse of historical coverage that insures Eurocentric norms as worldhistorical values.
I recall these figures and moments in the 'worlding'3 of history if only
to underscore, in our contemporary moment, the necessity of acknowledging the presentness of our immediate past in any understanding of today's
global arrangements. Especially in 1992, history returns with the force of
the simple manicheisms of victor and vanquished, Europe and the people
without history, the West and the rest of us. So much of the fact of the
significance of the West we may readily acknowledge. Yet, as Appiah
observes, this significance is too often unproblematically alchemised into
other kinds of supremacy, and the West then becomes a permanent representative and locus of 'universal' value.4 The distinguishing marker of the
value of the West has been projected onto the concept of modernity, promoted ideologically as the medium within which the West finds its unique
self-possession and expression, and towards which non-Western others
must modularly aspire in order to find the viability of their own societies.
Hence, in a discussion of nationalism within a modernist framework, Gellner can typically declare: 'nationalism is, essentially, the general imposition of high culture on a society whose previously low cultures had taken
up the lives of the majority, and in some cases the totality of the population'.5 'High' and 'low', as they are deployed here, correspond putatively
to the 'modern' and 'traditional', respectively; then, again, they are categories grasped as occurring within a spatio-temporal hierarchy that arrogates originality and dynamism to the first term and opposes to it the
backwardness and irrelevance of the second. Thus oppositionally defined,
modernity occurs within, and takes its measure from, the evolutionist,
forward-looking, codes of a Eurocentric master narrative of history.
A great many texts written in post-colonial locations, however, have engaged, and continue to engage, in revisioning a model of thought and a
discourse of history that singularise modernity in terms of a world under
Western eyes. These interrogations of the European historical script grow
out of the realization that for those of us on the margins colonised by the
West, Crusoe's regenerative transformation in our space has spelt the shipwreck of our histories, the histories of Europe's Others. As I tum to an
other traveller's tale, Our Sister Killjoy, the metaphor of a shipwrecked
history becomes a useful mnemonic with which to characterise the GhanaIan writer's reflections on the conditions under which the modernity of
Africa is purchased. From a perspective that interprets a modern Africa
in terms of her cannibalization into an alienating universe of discourse,
Aidoo brings a skeptical feminine intelligence to an examination of her
place within an unbroken continuum of a history of colonialism and neocolonialism. The African woman writer seizes the initiative on Africa's
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behalf to make a timely intervention into the discourses that a European
cultural apparatus writes over her home and her continent.
Our Sister Killjoy opens under the sign of the modem: as Sissie, the
heroine, prepares to leave Ghana for Europe, we are told that aeroplanes
today 'bridge the skies' between Africa and Europe. But Aidoo is hardly
singing a paean to the advantages of modern technology. Her selfconsciously ironic perception fixes the 'bridge' between Europe and Africa
in terms of 'a cruel past [and] a funny present' (8). As she relates past and
present the trope of bridging concentrates the full ironic force of a counterfactual meaning: the sign of Africa's modernity, inflected as it is by the
experience of colonialism and neo-colonialism, occurs in a time of crisis
and a space of fracture. Within the framework of Sissie's voyage, then,
Aidoo responds to a disorienting modernity, and centres a timely demand
to activate Africa's history protagonistically, beyond a debilitating selfirony.
In the main I have chosen to look at Our Sister Killjoy within the rubric
of a pan-African literary nationalism and to follow the performance of the
narrative voice as it graphs a counter-discursive energy that unsettles the
myths that singularise history as the story of Europe and its dependent
Others. Aidoo's novel undoes and reverses those structures of meaning
and being that, in Fanon's words, enslave the black person to 'the white
man's artefact'. The novel's counterfactual truth is that ' the expansion of
Western civilization in modem times' constitutes a juggernaut phenomenon which 'chokes all life and even eliminates whole races of people in
its path of growth' (112). And to counter this dialectic of 'negativism',
Aidoo proposes the ethno-cultural imperative of knowing and affirming
an African self through a poetics of a will-to-power, a strong survivalist
ethic, and the urgent task of recovering an Africanist mode of knowledge
and being. The demand to rescue collective agency from history is put
urgently in various parts of Our Sister Killjoy:
Of course we are different. (p. 116)
We are in danger of getting completely lost. We must not allow this to happen.
(p. 118)
Time by itself means nothing, no matter how fast it moves. Unless we give it something to carry for us; something we value. Because it is such a precious vehicle, is
time. (p. 113)
We are not responsible for anybody else but ourselves. (p. 114)

If the process of forming a national subjectivity, as Renan would have it,
involves many strategic forgettings,6 his account might nevertheless be
taken as a description of national identification in a European context
where, historically, selective amnesia has proved an anodyne for revealing
the national subject more fully to himself. Alas, in the African context
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where to be a nation at all means to be overdetermined from without/
communal forgetting ceases to be a simple pragmatic affair and becomes
a symptom of a fracturing, because belated, modernity; a problem rather
than a resolution of one. This is the sense in which Aidoo envisions the
collective amnesia afflicting a Westemised Africa as implying a forfeiture
of history itself; and, with it, the survivability of an entire people. Consequently, what she proposes in her novel is an aesthetics of unforgetting,
a literary-nationalist project to recover the African to and for him/herself.
It is a position that is consistent with Mudimbe's argument elsewhere for
the need for the African to go from 'the situation in which he or she was
perceived as a simple functional object to the freedom of thinking of himself or herself as the starting point of an absolute discourse' .8
If, as Alice Walker defines her, a womanist is 'committed to the survival
and wholeness of entire people, male and female' ,9 then, Aidoo is her
womanist, par exellence. In Our Sister Killjoy she involves us in a committed struggle to repair a ravaged pan-African imaginary- 'the soul that
is... / Fled' (29), as she puts it- through the mnemonics of a narrative performance that utilises the African woman positively as a trope for remembering self and history. A qualification needs to be made, however, if we
are to come to terms properly with the inclusiveness of Aidoo's politics.
To the extent that a rnasculinist version of pan-Africanism has tended to
overlook woman's presence (of mind) in the nationalist undertaking,
Aidoo's position as a woman enjoins her- and us - to complicate the
politics of nationalist address. A masculinist prescription for visionary
African writing, like Soyinka's in his Myth, Literature and the African World,
valorizes works in which the 'ontology of the idiom is subservient to the
burden of [their] concerns'. 10 In practical terms what this means is that
Soyinka, unable to address the ontological question other than as a
monologic ethno-cultural one, does not remember a single African woman
writer in his seminal work. A nationalist project that collapses women's
voices too easily into men's, and hence occludes the former, is one that
Aidoo's reactive stance engages in Our Sister Killjoy. For if Aidoo's heroine
is 'Our Sister', the sister who belongs to us as Africans, she is also a 'Kill~ and a 'Black-eyed Squint', given to the 'outrageous, audacious,
rourageous [and] willfull behaviour' 11 that define Walker's womanist.
Aidoo's strategy in Our Sister Killjoy is to recall the African soul to itself,
against a masculinist version of an Africanist discourse, from a new and
stridently tendentious position. Where representations of the African
woman in Africanist literary discourse have consigned her to an ontological location that belied her agency, it is characteristic of Aidoo's vigorous language to make woman's voice heard. Florence Stratton has argued,
and justly, that woman as a trope in African male writing:
actually elaborates a gendered theory of nationhood and of writing, one that
excludes women from the creative production of the national polity, of identity,
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and of literary texts. Instead, woman herself is produced or constructed by the
male writer as an embodiment of his literary /political vision.12

Our Sister Killjoy gives short shrift to those representations. The politics of
the novel's address specifies its addressee clearly as 'my brother(s)': those
African men who must hear from a different location within a shared Africanist social, cultural and political praxis. The 'Black-eyed Squint' is thus
poised to defamiliarise the familiar monologic forms of address and to
cheat us of the comforting illusions we have built around them; but, importantly, she is also the reflective traveller, sketching, in her journey, the
ground for our collective reorientation. Placed against either a centrist, or
masculinist, or metropolitan perspective, Our Sister's 'squint-eyed' perceptions -and the utterances they generate- constitute a novel form of eccentricity, in the first instance. Seen, however, in terms of projecting a selfconstituting Other, away from a stifling centre, her eccentric speech becomes a tactical, deliberated manoeuvre; one which, ultimately, sustains a
powerful normative function. As Craig Tapping describes it, Aidoo's narrative of the African woman's 'search for an identity within an ailing and
disparate community suggests the adaptive politics and transformative
radicalism of [her] "historical and cultural imperatives"'.13
Aidoo, adapting and transforming the novel form, aims at breaking
through the false forms that confine the modem African consciousness,
and, complementarily, at rehabilitating and projecting for it the actuality
of a possible consciousness. Her narrative, configured in a 'spatial' mode
that brings prose, poetry and a vigorous dramatic dialogue together in a
graphic adaptation, recalls the poetics of traditional African oral performance. About Aidoo's reworking of traditional sources in Our Sister Killjoy,
Owusu has observed that she sees 'the future of African literature in a
judicious return to an African tradition that has always underscored the
fundamental'unity' of the vast continuum of verbal discourses' .14 The continuity of prose, poetry, drama, song and dance in traditional performance
confirms it as a ritual mode that meaningfully integrates the experience of
the collective in a total and complete form. It is in this function of
mediation - bringing apparently disparate elements together to reveal a
continuum underlying all experience- that Aidoo's aesthetic most dynamically attempts to re-member and modernise the old Africa.
In order to relevantly frame the totality of a modern African condition,
Aidoo's traditionalist aesthetic must 'travel' through the configuration of
contemporary human geography and the history that ratifies it. For Sissie
to leave home is to amplify her perspectives; it is for her to know that a
Western-sponsored modernity is implicated in an unequal distribution of
economic, social and psychic resources that perpetuates the dependency
complex of so-called 'Third-World' peoples. It is to know that she lives in
a neo-colonialist global formation in which the march of capital increasingly foreshortens a truly catholic, human perspective. Out of these real-
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ities, and from Aidoo's Africanist perspective, the aesthetic venture and
the human adventure that is history are related meaningfully within the
terms of discursive, cultural and political struggle, resistance and transformation. Thus, in Our Sister Killjoy, the struggle against the hegemonic
forms and complexes deposited on the African psyche by the depredations
of a colonial and neo-colonial history issues into an effort to recover for
the African the self-apprehension without which contemporary history becomes the successive temporal punctuations of his/her victimage. Voyage
and voyager are redeemed by Aidoo's traditionalist aesthetic from the
order of sheer happenstance and take on the function of cognitively mapping out the outlines of an other history, an other mode of being and
acting in the world.
This mapping function is elaborated in the reiterated prolepses of Our
Sister Killjoy. Often rhetorically preceded by 'From knowledge gained
since', these self-conscious, attention-getting, 'poetic' parts take us away
from being lost in the temporally successive flow and mimetic immediacy
of narrative to moments of mediation when Aidoo strips the world of its
outward, superficial forms, and 'spatializes' time to fix historical, social
and existential verities. This is the aspect of the novel that inscribes a
mnemonics of unforgetting, and it is given a broader scope in the final
section when the heroine has come into her own, speaking in the authoritative register of mental decolonization. Owusu aptly observes: 'Since
knowledge, in Aidoo's text, is power, gaining knowledge of self in relation
to one's (mental and physical) environment is considered necessary
preparation for self-empowerment' .15
'Charity', as the old proverb has it, 'begins at home' . Sissie, the exemplary figure of unforgetting, saves some of her harshest criticism for her
brother Africans who are sold on the empty rhetoric of a liberal universalism. Aidoo's critique is of a piece with Fanon's prophetic warning in his
essay, 'The Pitfalls of National Consciousness'. Fanon, charting the implications of the disproportionate positioning of the post-colonial African
nation and its leader class, observes that, with the passing of time, a genuine nationalist consciousness could lose its integrity, leaving 'the confusion
of a neo-liberal universalism to emerge...as a claim to nationhood'. 16
Fanon's analysis of a colonial African middle class wholly emulative of its
European counterpart modifies but retains the explanatory force of Hegel's
model of the Master/Slave relationship. In Hegel's dialectic, the master's
quest for recognition imposes uron the slave the desire to possess the
master's value as his own value;1 in Fanon's redefinition for his thesis on
neo-colonial relations, the introjection of European values by a mimic African middle class becomes both the condition and consequence of excessive
self-abnegation:
[T]he national bourgeoisie identifies with the Western bourgeoisie, from whom it
has learnt its lessons... In its beginnings, the national bourgeoisie of the colonial
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countries identifies itself with the decadence of the bourgeoisie of the West. We
need not think that it is jumping ahead; it is in fact beginning at the end. It is
already senile before it has come to know the petulance, the fearlessness, or the wiU
to succeed of youth.u

Aidoo begins from a similar premise. As she sees it, to the extent that the
the elite African seeks the validation for his being-in-the-world elsewhere,
away from his history and people, he remains a problematic representative
of an African nationality distanced from a consciousness of itself.
Such a consideration, for instance, informs the manner in which Aidoo
focalises Sissie's encounter with Sammy- 'her fellow countryman'- at the
German embassy dinner at the beginning of Our Sister Killjoy. By way of
a careful orchestration of narrative distance, Aidoo's technique reveals an
African lost to himself, a morbid figure of alienation who provokes in
Sissie an overwhelming feeling of sensuous distaste:
He spoke [the German] language well and was familiar with them in a way that
made her feel uneasy.
Our Sister shivered and fidgeted in her chair.
Saliva rose into her mouth every time her eyes fell on her countryman's face.
(p. 9)

In Aidoo's radical narrative shorthand, Sammy, 'the African', becomes the
'single man', disconnected and disengaged from any sense of communal
belonging. With no ground of his own to stand on, and compromised by
the assault on his desiring African body by the hedonic forms of the West,
he has quite simply mortgaged his soul for a mess of potage: 'His voice,
as he spoke of that far-off land, was wet with longing ... Perhaps he had
been invited to dinner just to sing the wonders of Europe?' (9).
It is types like Sammy that provoke those moments of sharp invective
and suasive polemic in Our Sister Killjoy. In such moments, Aidoo characteristically settles a vituperation on the elite African male, the pseudocosmopolitan who:
[C)an only regurgitate what he has learnt from his bosses for you [and) ... even
more dangerous, who in the face of a reality that is more tangible than the massive
walls of the slave forts standing along our beaches, still talks of universal truth,
universal art, universal literature and the Gross National product. (p. 6)

Aidoo addresses here the alien technologies of representation internalized
by, and occluding a proper historical understanding in, an African leadership that by default is male. As she presents it, the 'universal', as long as
it is defined elsewhere, serves as a strategy of surveillance, its purpose to
assimilate Africa into a death-dealing dependency on the centres of metnr
politan power. The modern methods may be more subtle than the slave
forts which, in their time, placed strategically on the African coast, helped
Europe to monitor captive populations, but they are no less pernicious.
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Moving from slave castle in Africa to feudal castle in the heartland of
Germany, therefore, Aidoo's counterawareness of history displaces a liberal version of the world and pursues the emphatic reminder by Benjamin
that 'there has never been a document of civilization which was not at one
and the same time a document of barbarism'. Brecht's version of this historical insight is even more pointed: 'the mansion of culture', he declared,
'is built on dogshit' .19 To those two deflations of Eurocentric humanist and
rulturalist pretentions, Aidoo brings a third, grounded self-consciously in
an Africanist perspective. As Aidoo delineates Sissie's relationship with
Marija, the German woman she meets in Bavaria, we need to remind ourselves that an implicit critique of a liberal-humanist ethic is going on.
Sissie confirms this in a silent response to Marija's German culturalist
pride as she pronounces judgement on a materially wealthy but humanistically impoverished Europe:
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There is nowhere in the
Western world is a
Must.. .No city is sacred
No spot is holy
Not Rome,
Not Paris,
Not London
...And
the whys and wherefores
Should be obvious (80).
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Sissie, the exemplary Africanist, irreverently rediscovers Europe as the
heartland, not of a humanism, but of racialism and imperialism. Aidoo
gives us this theme in a spare mnemonic: the names Big Adolf and Small
Adolf, belonging to Marija's husband and son, respectively, remind us,
through ironic indirection, of the modem barbarian Hitler and the racialist
excesses of his Third Reich. Race, as Aidoo insistently points out in her
110vel, has always mattered as a marker of difference and a pretext to
deform human relationships. In the circumstances, Marija, 'daughter of
Nnkind's/ Self-appointed most royal line,/ The House of Aryan', cannot,
In any pure sense, be Sissie's friend: it is not a level playing field for all,
rontrary to what a liberal romance of 'the Great Family of Man' (121) will
us believe. A fundamental asymmetry of power coincides with
Sissie's and Marija's racial locations, and displaces the notion of a catholic
and a common, universal humanity as meaningful political posin the here and now for Aidoo's novel.
In what once was the heartland of Aryan supremacy, the black African
and her white European counterpart figurally replay the condiunder which a solicitous Western script sets up canons of 'universal'
and appreciation, and educates its other to acquiesce in them. As
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Sissie battens on Marija's plums, 'with skin colour almost like her own'
(40), Aidoo almost literalizes a metaphor of the techniques of seduction
and gentle coercion which secure Africa's 'cannibalization' and incorporation into a Western universe. For Sissie to succumb to Marija's advances
is to excessively forget her self, it is for her self to be annihilated. Her
resistance of Marija's sexual advances figures what Aidoo sees as the need
to actively cultivate an African self-presence to counter the subtleties that
seek our consent to the decadent forms of the West. We are encouraged
to read in Marija's desperation and loneliness the ironic possibility that
Western culture is dysfunctional, a dead-end which cannot provide the
terms for a viable definition of African selfhood. For the self-consdous
woman writer a survivalist ethic is an African imperative. Aidoo declares
uncompromisingly:
Dear Lord
I believe
Only in the
Survival of
My kind
.. .I have toI have to - (98).

To believe otherwise, it seems, is to further the catastrophic course of contemporary African history.
In the section of the novel titled 'From Our Sister Killjoy', Aidoo's survivalism is elaborated into a cautionary allegory. Here, Aidoo will once
more 'literalise' the metaphorics of a death-dealing West sucking African
vitality into its maw in a contemporary event that fired the imagination
of the modern world. This is the moment of Christian Baarnard's transplanting of African hearts into the chests of white people in South Africa.
While the procedure of the 'Christian Doctor' begs a questionable ethics
for Sissie, her African 'brother', Kunle, is unwilling and unable to acknowledge those questions. Kunle, wholly given over to the progressivist imaginary of the West, illustrates Aidoo's polemical point that 'we have been
caught at the confluence of history and .. .it has made ignorant victims II
some of us' (118). In a woeful misreading of history, Kunle believes the
white surgeon tearing out black hearts and replacing them in white bodies
is helping to usher in the black 'millenium' (101). The irony is not lost on
us when Kunle dies in a car accident in his native Nigeria, victim, app<»itely, of the white man's artefact. Aidoo rubs in both irony and metaphor:
Kunle' s insurance, taken out with a 'reliable' British firm 'with cousins iD
Ottawa, Sydney, Salisbury and Johannesburg' is forfeit because he was
overspeeding. The ever-present danger for the African is that of hastily
forgetting his/her location in time and space, history and geography, and
needlessly self-destructing as a consequence.
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Aidoo's enlarged awareness reveals an Africa continually shortchanged
in the processes of her insertion into modernity, as much by her own sons

as by others. Hence the necessity for setting up a reiterative mnemonic register in Our Sister Killjoy to exorcise the tragic forgettings that precipitate
the massive national failures of contemporary Africa. Aidoo's is not a
politics of blame2° that simply settles all the failures of Africa on the
depredations visited on it by the West. What Our Sister Killjoy intuits as
the historic failure of African national elites is, above all, given sustained
expression in terms of a willingness to remain trapped in the white man's
artefact.
The debates between Sissie and her brothers in the third part of the
novel tum around this difficult and all-important question: the selfperpetuating cycle of dependency that defines an African elite. The contemporary reality is that a relentless commodifying of value by a Westernsponsored capitalism has not failed to seek Africa out. Lured by Western
currencies, the skilled African, who ought rightly to be the insurance of
the collective, has become- as imaged in Aidoo's polemic- a symbol of
its foreclosure as he refuses to give up a privileged location in the West
and return home where he is needed most. Aidoo's frustration repeatedly
seeks an outlet in the weighty interrogations of the fourth section of the
novel. 'Was it not part of the original idea', she asks:
that we should come to these alien places, study what we can of what they know
and then go back home?
As it has turned out, we come and clearly Jearn how to die ... from a people
whose own survival instincts have not failed them once yet. (p. 120)

Aidoo's understanding diagnoses the modernity of Africa as a condition
of psycho-affective disequilibrium resulting from alien and alienating desires.
As though in response to Gellner's modernist hierarchy, which wills the
forgetting of 'low' cultures in the triumphal certainty of their inevitable
supersession by a 'high' Western culture}1 Cardinal Zoungrana has observed:
Beyond the refusal of exterior domination [by Africans] is the urge to reconnect in
a deep way with Africa's cultural heritage, which has been for too long misunderstood and rejected. Far from being a superficial or folkloric attempt to bring back
to IUe some of the traditions or practices of our ancestors, it is a matter of constructing a new African society, whose identity is not conferred from outside.22

The return of Aidoo's heroine at the end of Our Sister Killjoy is executed
in the positive spirit of the Cardinal's transformative traditionalism.23
Sissie's homecoming underlines the commitment of the woman novelist
to an Africanist project of collective self-recovery. As her physical self flies
home from Europe, we understand Sissie to have been a mental voyager,
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too. Through Aidoo's aesthetic performance, we see the exemplary African
woman completing, in her circular journey, a circuit of meditation and
mediation that vitally re-members an other time, an other space, in order
to promote a home-grown ethic of collectivity and survival. Aidoo's urgent ontological and political imperatives centre the need to recover and
remember a forgotten archive of African values as a first step towards
forging a subjectivity for African men and women, a subjectivity in history,
a history of our own. Her demand is not sentimentalized. The pressing requirement is to transvalue the old values of Africa, and to bring them into
a meaningful relationship with the present and the future, with the exigencies of an inescapable modernity. For the Ghanaian woman novelist
it is not simply a question of a perfect past and a bad present, but 'which
factors out of both the past and the present represent for us the most dynamic forces for the future' (116). Her challenge to us ultimately is to will
ourselves out of the wreckage of history, and to wrest from that wreckage
the collective agency that alone will underwrite our survival as a whole
people.
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